B787 ACCESS EQUIPMENT
Complete package and full service for
B787 Access Equipment
NIJL Aircraft Docking 2.0 has acquired a wealth of expertise and
practical experience in collaboration with airlines and aircraft

“With the advanced 3D

builders. As a result the B787 Access equipment is developed

scanner we are able to

and designed to ensure faster, safer and sustainable main-

make detailed 3D aircraft

tenance to aircrafts.
With in-house engineering NIJL Aircraft Docking 2.0 offers a full

scans to ensure optimal access to specific areas

service package from design up to delivery on site, commissio-

around the aircraft.”

ning and training.
With the advanced 3D scanner NIJL made detailed 3D aircraft
scans to explore the specific maintenance needs for the B787
aircraft and to ensure optimal access.

Key benefits


NIJL has a proven record
with leading airlines /
MRO’s and aircraft manufacturers



Short Turn Around Time



Turn-key delivery



NIJL docking systems are
designed in accordance
with the latest Health &

Nose / Fuselage Access Dock for B787

Safety regulations

NIJL is certified in accordance with ISO 9001 and 14001 / NCAGE CODE: H2BL2

Multifunctional
Hangars are full of equipment.
Lack of space is an issue.
Therefore, NIJL steps, stands
and docking systems are
designed to cater for several
aircraft types.
Detailed 3D scanning resulted in 3D drawing and from there to the development of
the B787 Nose Landing Gear Stand.

The B787 access equipment is
also suitable for combinations
with other wide body aircrafts
and covers also the B787-9

Complete B787 Access equipment available for
A- to light C-checks, like

Hence, by using one piece of



Cargo access stands



Nose landing gear stands

This means less equipment



Under Cowling Access stands



Pylon stand, etc

NIJL equipment, you can
access several aircraft types.
needed, and therefore fewer
expenses.

Complete B787 Docking Sytems for heavy C– to
D-checks, like


Nose dock



Fuselage dock



Tail dock



Wing dock, etc
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